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Internet-based Control Systems: Design and Applications (Advances in Industrial Control)Springer, 2011

	The Internet plays a significant and growing role in real-time industrial manufacturing, scheduling and management. A considerable research effort has led to the development of new technologies that make it possible to use the Internet for supervision and control of industrial processes.


	Internet-based Control Systems...
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Principles and Practice of Constraint Programming - CP 2006: 12th International ConferenceSpringer, 2006

	The 12th International Conference on the Principles and Practice of Constraint
	Programming (CP 2006) was held in Nantes, France, September 24–29, 2006. Information
	about the conference can be found on theWeb at http://www.sciences.
	univ-nantes.fr/cp06/. Information about past conferences in the series can be
	found at...
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FPGA Design: Best Practices for Team-based DesignSpringer, 2010

	In August of 2006, an engineering VP from one of Altera’s customers approached
	Misha Burich, VP of Engineering at Altera, asking for help in reliably being able to
	predict the cost, schedule and quality of system designs reliant on FPGA designs.


	At this time, I was responsible for defining the design flow requirements for...
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Design of Image Processing Embedded Systems Using Multidimensional Data FlowSpringer, 2010

	With the availability of chips offering constantly increasing computational performance and
	functionality, design of more and more complex applications becomes possible. This is particularly
	true for the domain of image processing, which is characterized by huge computation
	efforts. Unfortunately, this evolution risks to be stopped by...
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Digital Preservation for Heritages: Technologies and ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	Cultural heritages include rich information related to social, historical and
	cultural values. Affected by climate, environmental and other factors, some
	valuable heritage information is threatened through destruction or disappearance,
	and some is still not utilized sufficiently. How to investigate and utilize
	such information...
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Cloud Computing: First International Conference, CloudComp 2009, Munich, Germany, October 19-21, 2009Springer, 2010

	Welcome to the proceedings ofCloudComp 2009.


	Acomputing cloudis more thana collection of computer resources, because it provides
	mechanisms to manage those resources. In a cloud computing platform, software
	is migrating from the desktop to the "clouds," promising users, at any time and
	anywhere, access to their...
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A Concise Introduction to Languages and Machines (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2008

	This book focuses on key theoretical topics of computing, in particular formal
	languages and abstract machines. It is intended primarily to support the theoretical
	modules on a computer science or computing-related undergraduate degree
	scheme.


	Though the book is primarily theoretical in nature, it attempts to avoid the...
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Logic-Based Artificial IntelligenceSpringer, 2000

	This landmark volume represents the culmination of over 40 years of research in the use of logic as a basis for representing and manipulating problems in the field of artificial intelligence. The use of logic as a basis for commonsense reasoning was started by John McCarthy in 1959. The collection consists of both original research and...
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Encyclopedia of Biometrics (Springer Reference)Springer, 2009

	The Encyclopedia of Biometrics provides a comprehensive reference to concepts, technologies, issues, and trends in
	the field of biometrics. The volume covers all important aspects – research, development, and applications,
	including biometric sensors and devices, methods and algorithms, sample quality, system design and...
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Secure Data Management: VLDB 2004 Workshop, SDM 2004, Toronto, Canada, August 30, 2004, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2004

	Concepts like ubiquitous computing and ambient intelligence that exploit increasingly
	interconnected networks and mobility put new requirements on data
	management. An important element in the connected world is that data will
	be accessible anytime anywhere. This also has its downside in that it becomes
	easier to get unauthorized data...
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Axioms and Hulls (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1992

	A FEW YEARS AGO some students and I were looking at a map that pinpointed the
	locations of about loo cities. We asked ourselves, "Which of these cities are neighbors
	of each other?" We knew intuitively that some pairs of cities were neighbors and others
	were not; we wanted to find a formal mathematical characterization that...
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The Algorithms and Principles of Non-photorealistic Graphics: Artistic Rendering and Cartoon AnimationSpringer, 2010

	Non-photorealistic computer graphics is a multidisciplinary field in the research
	community, involving computer arts, computer graphics, computer
	vision, digital image/video processing and visual cognitive psychology. It
	aims at the computer generation of images and animations that are made
	in part “by hand” in appearance,...
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